Your Bradford White Water Heater is Built to be the Best™, and will give you years of outstanding performance.

Now you can give yourself and your family EXTRA peace of mind with a Bradford White BUILTBEST Extended Limited Warranty. The BUILTBEST Extended Limited Warranty includes options to upgrade your standard warranty protection for 2 or 4 additional years on eligible water heaters.

Extend your warranty now!

Professional Support.
If you have a problem with your water heater while the warranty is in effect, simply call your plumbing or heating professional. You can also visit contractorfinder.bradfordwhite.com to find a professional Bradford White contractor who will work with you.

Peace-of-Mind!
Bradford White water heaters are engineered to deliver outstanding performance for years. By extending the warranty, you and your family will have peace-of-mind for up to 4 additional years beyond the standard warranty period.*

Bradford White is proud of the water heaters we produce and we stand behind our promise of being Built to be the Best™. We want to make sure you’re fully satisfied with your purchase for many years to come.

Get a BUILTBEST Extended Limited Warranty on your Bradford White Water Heater.

Ask your plumbing or heating professional about it today.

* On eligible water heaters.
BUILTBEST+2 Extended Limited Warranty is available for the following models:

GAS - RG130T6, RG140T6, RG150T6, RG230T6, RG240T6, RG240S6, RG250L6, RG250S6, RG250T6, RG250H6, RG260T6, RG275H6, RG2100H6, RG1D30T6, RG1D40S6, RG1D40T6, RG1D50T6, RG2D40S6, RG2D50S6, RG2F40S6, RG2F50S6, RG2DV40S6, RG2DV50S6, RG2DV50H6, RG2MH30T6, RG2MH40T6, RG1PV40S6, RG1PV50S6, RG2PV40S6, RG2PV50S6, RG2PV40T6, RG2PV50T6, RG2PV50H6, RG2PV60T6, RG2PV75H6, RG2PV50H6, RG2PDV40S6, RG2PDV50S6, RG2PDV50H6, RG2PDV75H6

ELECTRIC - RE12U6, RE16U6, RE110U6, RE112U6, RE112T6, RE115U6, RE220U6, RE16WV6, RE112WV6, RE230LN6, RE240LN6, RE250LN6, RE230S6, RE240S6, RE250S6, RE250T6, RE265T6, RE280T6, RE330S6, RE340S6, RE340T6, RE350S6, RE350T6, M12U6, M16U6, M110U6, M112U6, M112UT6, M115U6, M120U6, M1WH6U6, M1WH12U6, M1WH20L6, M120L6, M230L6, M240L6, M250L6, M250R6, M240S6, M240T6, M250S6, M250T6, M265R6, M280R6, M2120R6, RE2H50S6, RE2H65T6, RE2H80T6, MS65R6, MS80R6, MS120R6

Upgrades a 6-year tank and parts warranty to an 8-year tank and parts warranty.

BUILTBEST+2 Extended Limited Warranty is available for the following models:

GAS - RG130T10, RG140T10, RG150T10, RG230T10, RG240T10, RG240S10, RG250L10, RG250S10, RG250T10, RG260T10


Upgrades a 10-year tank and 6-year parts warranty to a 12-year tank and 10-year parts warranty.

BUILTBEST+4 Extended Limited Warranty is available for the following models:

GAS - RG130T6, RG140T6, RG150T6, RG230T6, RG240T6, RG240S6, RG250L6, RG250S6, RG250T6, RG250H6, RG260T6, RG275H6, RG2100H6, RG1D30T6, RG1D40S6, RG1D40T6, RG1D50T6, RG2D40S6, RG2D50S6, RG2F40S6, RG2F50S6, RG2DV40S6, RG2DV50S6, RG2DV50H6, RG2MH30T6, RG2MH40T6, RG1PV40S6, RG1PV50S6, RG2PV40S6, RG2PV50S6, RG2PV40T6, RG2PV50T6, RG2PV50H6, RG2PV60T6, RG2PV75H6, RG2PV50H6, RG2PDV40S6, RG2PDV50S6, RG2PDV50H6, RG2PDV75H6

ELECTRIC - RE12U6, RE16U6, RE110U6, RE112U6, RE112T6, RE115U6, RE220U6, RE16WV6, RE112WV6, RE230LN6, RE240LN6, RE250LN6, RE230S6, RE240S6, RE250S6, RE250T6, RE265T6, RE280T6, RE330S6, RE340S6, RE340T6, RE350S6, RE350T6, M12U6, M16U6, M110U6, M112U6, M112UT6, M115U6, M120U6, M1WH6U6, M1WH12U6, M1WH20L6, M120L6, M230L6, M240L6, M250L6, M250R6, M240S6, M240T6, M250S6, M250T6, M265R6, M280R6, M2120R6, RE2H50S6, RE2H65T6, RE2H80T6, MS65R6, MS80R6, MS120R6

Upgrades a 6-year tank and parts warranty to a 10-year tank and parts warranty.

Your Plumbing Professional can let you know for which BUILTBEST Extended Warranty Options your model qualifies.

BUILT TO BE THE BEST

Bradford White Extended Warranties are only available for eligible residential models used in a single-family housing unit.
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